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A) Trigonometrv
41) Roof trusses are being constructed as shown in the diagram. Determine the value

ofx.
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b'd AH*

Az) Two boats leave a harbour at the same time in directions that are 20" apart. If one

is travelling at 20k;lr'lh and the other at 30 km/h, how far apafi are they after two

x2 = 402 + 602 - 2(40)(60)cos2oo
x2 = 689.48
x = 263

The boats are approximately 26'3 km apart
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A3) A ladder must reach 6 metres up a wall and pass over a fence.
The fence is 1.5 metres in height and 3 metres from the wall.
Determine the length of the ladder.

Solve for 11:

4.5
sin 56.3o = T

h=5'4

Solve for 12:

1.5
sin 56.3" = T

lz = 7'B

-._4JL- L

(or similar proportional
reasoning)

Then, using Pythagoras :

t2=(6)2+&)2
12 =52

tt

!ti
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A4) From a window in an office building, two cars which are 20 metres apart are seen

in the same direction, one at an angle of depression of 25o and the other at an

angle of depression of 50o.

Your fiiend thinks that since one angle is half of the other, one car must be twice
as far away from the base of the building as the other.

Do you think this is true? Justify your answer.

The obtuse triangle is isosceles
.'. the hypotenuse of the right triangle is 20 m.

a: sin4Oo
20

x = 20sin 40o

x =12.9

In this case, the cars are not twice

as far away.
Since the relationship between the

angle and the distance is not
linear, doubling the angle will not
cause the distance to double.
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B) Analytic Geometry
!-A x ,.0,o*'$ r^r\ic,'brt1\c-s

l* g c.t*t*ft (acL bri'\es
B1) A sample of two white bricks and five red bricks has a total mass of 3 i.4 kg.

A sample of four white bricks and one red brick has a total mass of 17.8 kg.
Determine the mass of each colour of brick.

O L|'x + tD.{ = r.3il.8
=0 \\

- g r*x + l5 : il ! a*b rJ= s,,.\. o
9q: L+5 ;*1*1 =31 ..+

q 7 Dx -]l"L+-25
q =5c

:6q
:J% T1^" wL,,h. br,Jz- rs 3"7Kg $

"a u,..i.l: {og," ' X -3"a
Ahmed, Bonnie and Clyde are located at A(0, 4),8(3,5) and C(7, -1)

o (ilx
te tl-x

Jv.:
J

c)o
*Ls_ r<A bri.l<_ \E S kg ,

g

respectively. They agree to meet at their truck located halfivay between Bonnie
and Clyde.
Determine the distance Ahmed must travel to reach the truck.

Note: each unit on the grid represents 1 km.

Midpoint BC: Ms6(5,2)

lAMnrl=^nlzg*5.4

Ahmed must travel
approximately 5.4 km.

B2)
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B3) The graph below is one reiation in a linear system.

a) Determine an equation of another linear relation that creates a system with no

solution.
Justify your choice.

b) Determine other linear relations that create systems with different numbers of
solutions.
Justify your choices using multiple representations.

line A

For no solutions, we need equivalent slopes with different y-intercepts or we need an a and b from ax * by = 6

form which are not multiples of 2 and 3 and c which is not the same multiple of 1- 5

Letm:-'iandchooseanyvalueotherthen5forthey-interceptgivingtheequationy:-2rx+tor
2x*3y:3

bl Case 1: One solution

Weneedanon-equivalentslopeoranaandbfromax*by=cformwhicharenotmultiplesof2and3
Letm = 2 and choose any value for the y*intercept giving the equation y = 2x * L.

Since | + -X,the iines are not parallel and therefore they must intersect.

Case 2: Infinite solutions
Weneedalinecoincidentwiththegivenlinesoweneeda,bandcfromax*by:ctobemultiplesof2,3and
15. Choose &=4,b =6 andc = 30so4r *6y * 30wouldrepresentalinecoincidentwiththegivenline.



r,4) The diagonals of any rhombus are perpendicular bisectors of each other. Line
segments AC and BD are diagonals of rhombus ABCD.

a) Determine possible coordinates for B and D.

b) Are there other possible locations for B and D? Explain.

Part a)

Since AC and BD are perpendicular bisectors, Ma6(3,2) is

the midpoint of both AC and BD. Therefore, possible
values for B and D must be equidistant from MAC(3,2).
One example is to let B be 2 units left. of Mas(3,2) and D
be 2 units right. Then D (L,6) and B (5, -2) could be the
endpoints of diagonal BD, ensuring that Quad ABCD is a
rhombus.

Part b)
There are an infinite number of possible locations for B

and D, as long as they are along the line perpendicular to
AC and passing through MAC(3,2). To find equation of BD,

we need rftAC:]. fnrt, TILBD = -2. Usingthis slope and

the midpoint gives the equation! = -Zx + B.

i i i A square would occur if B and D are the same distance : j* 
.- i l- from lr4as as A and C. By counting grid squares, the 

,ii *i 
location of B and D that would create a square are B[0,8) *- 

.

'* i and D(6,-4).

i*,.....
:

'...,..,

lt*-.1 -*'t \d-
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Cl) Determine the key features of the parabola with equation ! = xz * 2x - B.

!: x2 *2x -B
=(x-Z)(x+a)
=(x*L)2-9 Xeyfeatu-res: 

- : L ' :

r x-intercepts: 2, -4
r vertex [-1, -9)
r y-intercept -B

. axis of symmetry x : -I

. opens upward

. congruenttoy = x'(novertical
stretch or compressionJ

c2)

,i

Determine the equation of a quadratic relation with an axis of symmetry of x = 4
and an x-intercept at -L

...i.. . ...t..

I can use symmetry to find the other x-
intercept. The difference between the
given x-intercept x=--1 and the a.o.s, x=4 is
5. If I add 5 to the a.o.s, I get 9.

Therefore an equation will be
y=(x+1)(x-9)
For my equation I have an a-value of L,

but this can be any number other than 0.
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C3) The table below shows some data for the average number of hours of sleep per
week, by age. ]/\bL'\

+_c

tJo.V+

Age Average number of hours of sleep per week

4

*

15 72 b<

T6 58

I7 4B

18 42

T9 lDs
20 42

-44: -14

48*58 = -\0
+)-\} = -bt
qD-qa = -0
e-+D = a

-10*1*r$= +
"-6-t*ro) - +
-)-(-6)-: +
0-cD--+

a) Determine an equation which could be used to predict the average number of
hours of sleep per week for other ages, based on the data in the table.

b) Could this model be used to predict the average number of hours of sleep per
week for all ages? Explain.

j$ \uA'rrnatl i
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C4) A stream of water flowing out of a hose can be modelled by the equation
1

y : -;(x + 1)(x - I 1), where y is the height of the water, in metres above the ground,

and x is the horizontal distance from the hose, in metres.

The fireman climbs up the inclined ladder so that the peak of the stream is now 4
metres further honzontally and 2 metres higher.

How far canthe water stream now reach?

i:iil::::ii

Fr.,A tf,e z<z.ue.5 
,

, , :, -i@-e)'*B=o

i : . @;?i=T*
.l+a+9orx-"16 +9

x=2.07orx=15'93
Since 15.93 m is the farthest d

15.93 m from the hose'
istance, the water flow will now reach i

',''' ']
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